Reminder: Thursday, Feb. 27, the first version of your first paper will be due.

Announcements: • Traffic Flow: Feb. 18 – March 4
• Project III: March 4

Read: The article “The Amateur Scientist”.

Due: Tuesday, February 25, 8:30 am

Hand your answers back to me either via email (kvollmay@bucknell.edu) as textfile (not word document) or as hardcopy.

1. Explain/Define the following quantities:
   i) concentration
   ii) mean speed
   iii) flow
   (answer via email or as hardcopy)

2. As answer please send me pathname and filename of your programs and give me read permission.

2.A If you worked in class on 3a,b exclusively, then finish 3a,b.

2.B If you worked in class already on 4. and/or 5., then finish 4a,b and 5.

3. Work on your main paper (see reminder above). (I do not need an answer to this questions.)

4. What of this assignment and the last class did you find most interesting and/or most difficult?